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TLte paper t-s a r.eport on simulatr.on erper,ünents in uhich the impacts of econom-
ic, t.e. sectoy,al and technologtcal, change on Locatt-onal cltotce, mobiltty, and Land
use 'Ln uy.ban regt ons are inuestigated u'Lth the help of a multileuel, dynmnic simula-
tton model of z,egiornl deuelopment. In the expertments reported hev'e tt uas attempt-
ed to model the spattal dt sty,'tbutt on of unemployment t n the regl-on and rts effects
on the Local housi.ng mav,ket,

The pape.r contains a bt ief descrLption of the model st:r,ucture. It 'ts sLtoun /"'ou

the employment sectoy, t s Ltnked, uia job Locatton and Ltousehold income, to the Vtous-
rng market of themodel. The rematntng part of the paper deals uitLt the applicatton
of the model to Dortmund and 'tts urban region. In particular', the results of simula-
ttons based on Layge reductt-ons tn the nzunber of jobs rn the t-v'on and steel industry
av,e d'Lscussed.

INTRODUCTION

The settlement structure of the RuLLz, region has, in the historical past, been
largely determined by locational requirements of two major industries, coal mining
and steel manufacturing, and of their transport infrastructure, rails and watervays.
Housing location has always been subordinate to industrial location, worker housing
being nesLed around pits and plants as closely as possible. However, with the decline
of the coal mining industry after the Second Inlorld l,rlar, the rationale for the Eight
connection between housing and job location has weakened. Today, another major dis-
ruption of the traditional linkage between housing and job location may be caused by
the decline of the steel industry, the second major employer of the region.

Industrial decline has received increased attention as an object of economic
studies on the international, national, and regional sca1e. However, not much atten-
tion has been paid so far to the disruptions and imbalances on the subregional and
loca1 level caused by the transition from economic growth to decline. This is par-
ticularly true for issues of equity which graciously had been veiled by everybody's
being better off, but which become grimly apparent in a time of general austerity.

If one looks closer, one finds that geographers and regional scientists indeed
do not know much about how on a less than macro scale regions behave under conditions
of decline. Location theory, highty competent when asked where expanding firms locate
(or, at leasE, should locate) is much less eloquent with respect to patterns of con-
tnaction, which may be much more important to know in advance. Residential location
and housing market models have proven their worth in situations of population growEh
and a prospering home building industry, but there are not many models which adequate-
ly deal with phenomena such as blight and decay, squatterism, or urban ghettos. The

same applies to land use and transportation models which were designed for growth and
expansion, but have no ans!üers for conditions of unemployment, inflation, and explod-
ing energy prices.
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Unemployment, in particular, has hardly been noticed by the authors of these mod-
e1s, for the simple reason that there was practically no unemployrnent when the models
were built. But' now, obviously, Ehere is unemployment. Has this consequences for the
spatial structure of urban regions, i.e. for locational choice, mobility, and land
use? It would be surprising if there r^rere no such consequences. After all, unemploy-
ment severely changes the economic and social situation of a household, and households
are the principal actors in the process of urban development, who by their locational
decisions largely determine the course of spatial urban change. Therefore, the effects
of unemployment on the locational decisions of households should be of great interest
to the urban planner and to the urban researcher as well.

The motivation to look into the effects of unemployment on urban structure orig-
inated in the framework of a larger research project aimed at the investigation of
spatial impacts of economic change with the help of a simulation model of regional
development (cf. tr{egener, 198O). At the outset of that project, interest focused on
location decisions of new, expanding, or relocating firms. However, it soon became

apparent that uithdrauq.L of a firm from a region is a much more frequent and conse-
quential event in contemporary regions. The closure of an industrial plant affects
the spatial structure of a region in two \^rays: dt-rectly by vacating industrial 1and,
and tndr-y,ectly by its impacts on subsequent location decisions of households former-
1y employed at that plant. It was reaLized thaL the indirect impacts may be much deep-
er and longer lasting.

Therefore, a limited study \nras seL up within the larger project to take a closer
look into the second, indirect, kind of effects of unemployment on urban structure
with the aim to model these effects as a part of the existing simulation model of re-
gional development. First results of this effort are presented in this paper. Being a
part of the larger projeet, the purpose of the study is rather restricted. It deals
exclusively with the effects of unemplol.rnent on location decisions of househoLds uith-
in an urban region, and not with its impacts on lang-distance migration into or out
of the region, nor with economic cross-impacts between plant closures in different in-
dustrial sectors" Such effects are not ignored, but are treated exogenously here.

Moreover, only the crudest and most obvious effect of unemployment is taken inLo
account, t)ncome, although for the individual or household stricken by unemployment
other effects may be equally or more disturbing. It is assumed that a household whose
head has been made redundant will suffer a loss of income which can only temporarily
be offset by the consumption of savings. Consequently, in the long run the household
will have to reduce its expenses for food, clothing, housing, and transport. Of these
four, the current housing status will probably be defended longest, because to give
up onets dwelling means much more than that: it means to give up the familiar neigh-
bourhood and contacts to friends and relatives, and with that the basis for social
status and self-esteem. Therefore, only in exceptional cases households will vacate
their dwellings because of unemployment. More frequent will be the case that, as a

consequence of unemployment, a household postpones or abandons earlier plans to im-
prove its housing situation. This suppression of demand, if it occurs in considerable
numbers, will have its effects on the demand for housing, on the number of dwellings
being built, and eventually on the rate and direction of land development.

Even more important is that unemployment and its effects are not evenly distrib-
uted across the urban region. Unemployment originates at places of work, but strikes
at places of residence. The distribution of unemployment caused by redundancies in a
certain industrial sector will therefore depend not only on the location of workpla-
ces of that sector, but also on where the workers employed at those workplaees live.
Especially when a particular firm has large-scale redundancies or closes down, there
may be concenErations of unemplolrnent in certain parts of the urban region. These
spatial variations of unemployment and its effects are the prime object of investi-
gation of this study.

The paper sets out from a brief discussion of the regional context, the Ruhv' re-
gion in Inlest. Germany, and its current employment problems which provided the motiva-
tion for rhe study. Thereafter, the regional simulation model used in the larger re-
search project is outlined. Then the approach chosen to model unemployment and its
spatial effects in the framework of that simulation model is presented. The remain-
der of the paper deals with the application of the model to the eastern part. of the
Ruhr region, to Dortmund and its urban region. In particular, the results of simula-
Eions based on large reducEions in the number of jobs in the iron and steel industry
are discussed.
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I. THE REGIONAL SETTING

ütith a population of 5.4 million in 1979, the Ruhr region is the largest aggl.o-
meration of the Federal Republic of Germany. Extending over some 5,000 square kilo-
metres, it incorporaEes nearly ten percent of the population of the Federal Republie
on only t\,üo percent of its territory. The Ruhr differs from other agglomerations in
that it has no single centre, but consists of more than a dozen individual cities,
among them Essen (pop. 655,000), Dortmund (pop. 6lO,OOO), and Boehum (pop. 400,000).
Its eeonomic structure has in the past been dominated by Ewo major industries, coal
mining and steel manufacturing, which even today account for roughTy 45 percent of
total industrial employment.

Historically, the rise of the Ruhr as an industrial region was based on the
rich coal supplies discovered on boths sides of the Ruhr river already in the middle
ages. However, large-scale exploitation of these supplies did not start before the
*iadt. of the last century, but developed rapidly thereafter. In 1920, the coal min-
ing industry of the Ruhr employed nearly 470,000 workers, almost five times as many

as today.
It \^ras also in the middle of the I 9th century that coke produced at the Ruhr

was for the first time used for steel making, a century later than in England. Due

to the heavy demand for steel for railways, bridges, and ships in the second half
of the century, steel making became the second major industry of the region. Soon

Lhe iron ore found in the hills south of the Ruhr river \^ras exhausted, and the Ruhr
became dependent of imported ore shipped from other countries.

The locational requirements of the coal mining and steel manufacturing indus-
tries and of their transport infrastructure, rails and \^rater\^/ays, determined the de-
velopment of the settlement sLructure of the Ruhr. For centuries, the region had

been agricultural, dotted with villages and small towns. The miners of rhe first
coal pits lived in cottages on littles pieces of farm land dispersed accross Lhe

hi11y countryside. When the first large coal mines opened about 1850, workers had

to be recruited from all over Germany and even from other countries. For the hous-
ing needs of these immigrants, housing of the lowest standard was provided either
by speculative builders or by the mining companies themselves. Many of the latter
put up housing "colonies" for their \^Torkers copying worker row houses being built
in England at that time. In either case, housing was built close to the pits and
plants without consideration of linking them to the existing villages and to\^/ns.
The result of this period of capitalist lais sez-fai-re planning is the Ruhr of today,
a crude jumble of mines, waste-heaps, factories, and housing areas, criss-crossed
by railways, channels, roads, and, more 1ately, motor\,rays .

During the second half of the 19th century, coal mining in the Ruhr started to
move north, as the easily accessible coal supplies in the south of the region became

exhausted and new, deeper mines had to be opened up farther north. Many pits in the
southern part of the region closed down, but the !üorker colonies stayed. I^lith the
deeline of the eoal mining industry after the Second Itlorld I^Iar, the rationale for
the tight conneetion between worker housing and job location weakened even more. To-
day, only some 3O mines have survived in the Ruhr, and most of them are located in
the northern part of the region relatively remote from the population centres of
the south.

Another major disruption of the traditional linkage between housing and job 1o-
cation may soon be caused by the decline of the steel industry, the second major em-

ployer of the region. The problems of the steel industry of the Ruhr are related not
only to the worldwide surplus of steel, but also to its locational disadvantage
caused by the high cost of shipping imported iron ore into the region from North Sea

ports. Even within the region, there are considerable differenees in transport cost
resulting in a ton of ore being some 4 DM cheaper in Duisburg on the Rhine river
than in Dortmund in the eastern part of the region.

Thus it will be in the Dortmund region where the decline of the steel industry
is felt most severely. Here the HoescVt AG, a subsidiary of the Dutch Estel corpora-
tion, operates three major steel works with a total employment of 20,5O0 workers.
In 1958, there had been 38r7OO Hoesch workers, and in 1979 there were stilL 24,OOO.
Hoesch expects to reduce the number of its workers to 13,OOO until 1987 and to close
down two of its three production sites in Dortmund in order ro build a ner{ steel
work at the third one. And even that drastic prograrnme of survival will only be pos-
sible, the management claims, with a 1.6 billion DM subsidy by the government.
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Losses of jobs of that order of magnitude are quite a blow for the local econ-
omy, as at the Ruhr they are not likely to be offset by comparable gains of jobs in
the service sector. In a study conducted by the RhIl, an economic research institute,
it has been estimated that every job lost in the iron and steel indusEry at the Ruhr
will result in about three jobs being lost in other industries, predominantly in ma-
chine manufaeturing, construction, trading, and other services (RI^II, 1978). Already
now, Dortmundts unemployment rate of 8.2 percent (June 19Bl) is among the highest
in the region and 3.4 percent above the national average.

) THE SIMi]LATION MODEL

In this section, a brief accounE will be given of the simulation model which rs
used in the larger research project to model the spatial development of the urban re-
gion of Dortmund. This account is necessary, because the model provides the framework
into whic.h the model of unemployment to be discussed later is to be fitted. A more
detailed description of the simulation model is contained in l^legener (1980).

The model referred to is a multilevel, spatially disaggregate, recursive simu-
lation model of regional development. It is organized in three spatial 1evels:
(l) a macroanalytic model of economic and demographic development of 34 labour mar-

ket regions in the state of Nordrhein-I^lestfalen,
(2) a microanalytic model of intraregional location and migration decisions in 3O

zones of the urban region of Dortmund,
(3) a microanalytic model of land use development in one or more urban districts

of Dortmund.
Tlne ft-r,st leve1 of the three-level model system serves to provide the model

with information about developments occurring outside of the model region, such as
overall economic development, interregional competition, and long-disLance migration
into or out of the region. On this 1eve1, employment by industry and population by
äge, sex, and nationality in each of the 34 labour market regions as well as the mi-
gration flows between them are predicted.

The results of the first model leve1 establish the framework for the simulation
of intraregional location and migration decisions on the second spatial leve1 of the
model hierarchy.0n this leve1, the study area is the urban region of Dortmund con-
sisting of Dortmund itself with its twelve urban districts and ten neighbouring com-
munities within the labour market region of Dortmund and eight zones in four adjacent
labour market regions. This 3o-zone system is shown on the left-hand side of Figure I .
For these 30 zones, the model simulates intraregional location decisions of industry,
residential developers, and households, the resulting migration and commuting patterns,
the land use development, and the impacts of public policies in the fields of indus-
trial development, housing, and infrastrucEure.

Figure 1. Zones and subregt ons of the Dorbnund. urban negion.
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On the third leve1 of the model hierarchy, the construction activity allocated
to zones on the second leve1 is further allocated to any subset of the 171 statist-
ical tracts \{ithin the urban region of Dortmund.

The simulation model proceeds from a base year in two-year increments (periods)
over a t.ime span of up to 20 years.

For the topic of this paper, the second, or urban region, leve1 of the model is
the most relevant. Therefore, the following sunnnary of the model deals only with the
second 1evel. To consider only the second leve1 implies that the results of the first
1evel are taken as given or are exogenously assumed for each simulation period.

The second, or urban region, level of the model sysEem consists of four major
submodel s :

a. The Aging Submodel

In the first, the aging submodel, all changes of the model stocks are computed
which are assumed to result from biological, technological, or long-term socioeconom-
ic trends originating outside of the model, i.u. which are not treated as decision-
based in the model. These changes are effected by probabilistic aging or updating,
or Semi-Markov, models with dynamic transition rates. Presently there are three such
models for employment, population, and households/housing.

The employment projection model can be skipped here, as it will be discussed
later in more detail.

The population projection model predicts zonal- population by age, sex, national-
ity, exclusive of migration, on the basis of time-invariant life tables and natural-
ization rates and dynamic, age-specific, and spatially disaggregated fertility esti-
mates.

Households are represented in the model as a four-dimensional distribution of
households classified by nationality, age of head, income, and size. Similarly, hous-
ing of each zone is represented as a disEribution of dwellings classified by type of
building, tenure, quality, and size. In addition, these households and housing types
are collapsed to 30 more aggregate types for use in the occupancy matrix. The occu-
pancy matrix of a zone serves to associate households with housing of a zorle, each
matrix element representing the number of households of a certain type living in a
dwelling of a certain type. Because of the association of households with housing in
the occupancy matrix, households and housing are aged simultaneously tn a conlmon Semi-
Markov mode1. Household changes included in the aging submodel are demographic chan-
ges of household status such as birth, aging, death, marriage, and divorce, and all
neür or dissolved households resulting from these changes, as well as change of nation-
ality or income. On the housing side, deterioration and certain types of rehabilita-
tion and demolition are included. However, all changes of housing occupancy connect-
ed with migration decisions are left to the final migration submodel.

b. The Publtc Py,oarommes St,Lbmod.el

The second, the public programmes submodel processes a large variety of public
programmes in the fields of employment, housing, and health, welfare, education, re-
creation, and transport facilities. Public prograffires are entered exogenously by
the model user.

c. TLte Pynuate Construction Submodel

In the third, the private construction submodel, investment and location deci-
sions of the great number of private developers are modelled, i.e. of enterprises
which erect new industrial or commercial buildings, and of residential developers
who build flats and houses for sale or for rent or for their o\^rn use. Thus the sub-
model is a model of the regional land and construction market.

For each submarket, i.e. each industry sector or housing type, the following
three steps are performed: First, the volume of construction demand of the particu-
lar building use in the current period is estimated. Second, the capacity, i... the
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amount of zoned vacant 1and, of each zone for that building use is determined. Third,
the estimated volume of construction is allocated to the vacant land of the zones as
a function of their attractiveness, which includes land price.

The demand for new industrial or commercial buildings of a particular industry
is estimated as the balance between the number of jobs presently acconrnodated in the
region and the exogenously specified regional total for the end of the period, minus
those jobs that can be acconrnodated in existing buildings vacated by other industries.
This will be explained in more detail below. The demand for different housing Eypes
is estimated in response to the housing demand observed on the housing market of the
previous period.

The capacity of each zone for a
ing the zoning plan for vacant land
estimated where, in the case of high
cured by demolition or change of use

particular building type is determined by search-
suited for that building rype. In addition, it is
demand, additional building space could be pro-
of existing buildings.

d. The Migratton Submodel

In the final, the migration submodel, intraregional migration decisions are sim-
ulated as search processes on the regional housing market. Thus the migration submod-
el is at the same time a housing market model.

The technique used for the simulation of the housing market is the Monte Carlo
micro simulation. The approach is based on the notion that the total market process
can be sufficiently approximated by simulating a representative sample of individual
market transactions. To achieve this, the model consists of a sequence of random op-
erations by which hypothetical market Lransactions are generated. The random selec-
tion proeess is eontrolled by probability distributions which insure that only 1ike1y
transactions are selected.

The basic unit of the simulation is the market transaction. A market transaction
is any successfully eompleted operation by which a migration occurs, i.e. a household
moves into or out of a dwelling or both. At the end of each transaction, a migration
decision is made by the household. It is assumed that the households accepts the trans-
action if it can significantly improve its housing siLuation. If not, it makes another
try to find a dwe11ing, and with each attempt it accepts a lesser improvement. After
a number of unsuccessful attempts it abandons the idea of a move. After successful
completion of a market transaction, the next transaction is selected. The market pro-
cess comes to an end when there are no more households considering a move.

The results of the housing market simulation serve to calculate migration flows
by household type between different housing types or submarkets in the zones.

3. MODELLING UNEMPLOYMENT

There are in the regional science literature numerous studies which deal with
regional unemployment in the framework of labour demand, labour supply, wage deter-
mination, or interregional migration of labour (e.g., Kelley & trrlil1iamson, 1980;
Batey & Madden, 1981; C1ark, l9Bl). However, no studies have been known which deal
with the spatial distribution of unemployment within an urban region and its effects
on income, housing, and mobility.

In this section, an approach will be presented to model changes of unemployment
at places of residence as a consequence of redundancies at places of work and to es-
timate their 1ike1y effects on household incomes, the housing market, and intrare-
gional mobility in the framework of the simulation model of regional development de-
scribed in the preceding section.

The modelling task can be divided into five steps which will be described below:

L. Changes of emplogment at places of uork

In the first step, changes of employment, i.e. redundancies and/or ne\^r jobs are
determined for each industrial secEor and each work zone. This step starts from where
employment leve1s are calculated in the existing simulation model:
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model distinguishes 4O industrial
sets out from existing emplolrnent
two independent forecasts of that

s.(r)
SI

sectors and treaEs each sec-
Esi(t) of sector s in zone i
1eve1 for time t+l:

*
where Sä(t+t) is an exogenous projection of total employment of sector s in the
whole region for time 1+1, and b"i(t+1) is the projected floor space per workplace
of sector s in zone i at time g+1, which will always be greater or equal to its
previous value b"1(t). The first forecast means to project the regionwide rate
of change of employment of secEor s on zonal employment in i, the second indicates
the maximum number of workplaces that can be accommodated in the exisEing industri-
a1 buildings of sector s in i. The model seleets the smaller one of the tr^ro as a
preliminary forecast:

r!, {t+r ) = min(Eli (.*t ) ,EIi (r+t) ) (3)

i.e. it checks if the projected number of workplaces can be accommodated in the ex-
isting building stock. For those which cannot, later in the simulation period new
buildings will have to be provided. hlhere decline of employment is large, buildings
remain vaeant, but these may be reused by other industries 1ater.

The above calculations are performed in the ag'rq submodel of the simulation
model. In the public progrlüTtmes submodel, any exogenously specified redundancies
r[i{t,t+l) or ne\^r jobs r}f(t,t+1) are processed, i.e. directly executed in each
zöi,e. A1I other changes öf employnent are effected in the priüate constructt-on sub-
model.

First, the number of jobs for which new industrial buildings have to be provid-
ed is estimated:

E'*(t, r+r ) = EI(t*r )-lEo. (t+t )-lull(r, r+l )-lE:l(t,t+t )

b .(r)
E". (t+,1 = #ht Es. (r) = Es. (r)

e"l(t,t+r)
s1

el(r,t+t;

rl(t, t+t )

(4)

nli«t,tr1) which can
how these are deter-
for workplaces is al-

(l)

(2)

(5)

This total demand for new workplaces is reduced by workplaees
be accommodated in buildings vacated by other industries, but
mined is skipped here for lack of space. The remaining demand
located to vacant industrial or commercial land:

llK"ri""r 
(o A"u. (t) )

where fli«t,t+l) are newly constructed workplaces of sector s in zone i between t
and t+l, Ks,Q,i is the current capacity for workplaces of sector s on land use cate-
gory g, in zone i, and A"n1(t) is the attractiveness of land use category I in zone
i for sector s as of time t (cf. section 2.e).

After all sectors have been processed in that way, total changes of employment
of zone i during the period, i.e. redundancies Ef(t,t+l) and new jobs s*(t,t+l) can
be summed up:

l*"ui*' 
(o A"r ' (t) )

Et* (t, r+l )

= I (E"i rt)-Eli (r+t )+ErT(t, t+l ) )
S

= ;{u'*(r,r+l )+EnY(r, r+1 ).E:i(t, t+t ) )
S

(6)

(7)
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Note that in the present version of the model no distinction is made between

workers of different skill, sex, or nationality, although that would certainly be
desirable.

ii. Changes of employment at places of z,es'Ldence

In the second step, it is asked where t.he workers being made redundant or ac-
eepting a nelir job live. It is assumed that all workers employed in a zone have the
same chance of being made redundanE, and that therefore the current work trip pat-
tern is a good approximation to estimate the share of workers coming from each res-
idence zone. Similarly, it is assumed that new workers will come from the same res-
idence zones as those already employed. The current work trip matrix T(t) is pro-
vided for each t hy the simulation mode1. Then

rf 1t, t+ t

r.. (r)
1J

I.r#,
J"

(t,t+1)

(t,t+l)

)=I
j

E:
J

(8)

(e)
r. . (r)

eT(t,t+t; = I #' i )r.,r(t)
J'J

EI
J

are workers living in zone i made redundant or accepting new jobs in zone j, r€-
specEively, during the period.

iii. Enployrnent ard. unernployment at places of residence

In this step, for each zone the number of employed and unemployed persons is
to be estimated. For this purpose, the following definitions are used:

plft) is the potentially economically act'tue populatt-on Ln zone i at time t,
I.- i.e. population between age years kt and k" indicating average entrance

and exit of active working life, respectively.
p?«tl is the economically actiue populatt-on i,n zone L at time t consisting of1- ' empLoyed populatton el(t) ina'unernployed. populatt-on rl(t). Thus, rlit)

is a residual of Pi(r, ana rl(t).
Furthermore, two fractions are defined: a labour force participation rate ri(t) and
an unemployment rate qi(t):

r.(r) = P](r)/P:(r) (10)

ci(r) = PY(r)/P?(r) (11)

Given the results of the preceding step, forecasting the employed population
is straighEforward:

p?(t+l ) = P;(t)-pT(t, t+l )+Pl(t,t+1 ) (12)

Forecasting unemployed population requires at first a forecast of the economic-
ally active population. There are four components of change affecting the volume of
ff(t+t): young persons entering their working life at age k', o1d persons retiring
fiom working life at age k", and persons entering or leaving working life between
kt and k" for personal reasons. The latter tr,ro components heavily depend on the age
composition and on socioeconomic attributes of the population as well as on the cur-
rent situation on the labour markeE. In the present model, ri(t) and qi(t) are tak-
en as proxies for these thro sets of determining factors. Thus the foreöasting equa-
tion for P?(t+l) can be written:1'
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p? (t) *pl (r, L+ I ) -pl (t, r+ I )

= r. (t)Pu,r(t)+f '(r. (t),9i(t))p?(t)

( l3)

( 14)

( l5)pl(t,t+1) = r. (t)PU,,i(t)+f"(r. (t),9i(t))P?(t)

Then unemployed population is by definition

eftt+l) = P?(t+t)-rl(r+r) ( 16)

iu. CLtanges of household tneome

The fourth step establishes Ehe link between unemployment and its effects on
mobility and the housing market by way of household income. In the simulation mod-
e1, there are four household income groups: 1ow, medium, high, very high. tt is
assumed that unemployment means that the household drops from one income group to
Lhe next lower one. Conversely, ne\^r employment means that the household is promot-
ed by one income group.

To achieve this in the model, first for eac.h zone the number of economically
active persons al.3 (t) per housetoia of size p is estimated such thatpI '

LII.'. (t)u . (t) = P?(r)-- D]- nDr 1np'

where Hroi(t) are households of ingome group
the numbär of unemployed persons uffri(t) ner
such that

(17)

n and size p in zone i at time t. Next,
household is estimated for all n and p

,rl-, (t) = .1, (t) for att p (18)
lpr' p1 '

which means that unemployed persons are assumed to most likely live in households
of income group l, and

hII,r' .(t)n .(t) = PY(r)LL ND]- ND]- I
np

Then the number of employed persons per household is

"l-., 
(t) = .1., (t)-,rl--, (t) for all n and pnpr p1 npr

(te)

(20)

To ensure that no more households are affected by income changes than persons,
all elnl(t) and u[ri(t) less Ehan one are set to one.

The probability that the income of a household changes up or down as a conse-
quence of unemployment or ne\^/ employment is

hrrr,i(trt+l) =

rT(t,t+t;
forn=2,3,4;nt=n-l (21)

II"h.(r)H .(t)
LL NDA NDl
np

pl(t-t+t)
1'

-

))"roi(t)tt.ro. (t)
np

hrrn,,i (t, t+ I ) = for n = 1,2,3; nt - l+t (22)
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\,ühere hnnri(t,t+l) is the probability that a household changes from income group n
to income group n' during the period. The matrix hi(t,t+l) of each zone can be in-
terpreted as a 4 x 4 transition matrix if its unused elements are set to zero and
the main diagonal is filled to complement each line to unity. Postmultiplying the
household matrix Epi(t+l) with,bi(t,t+l) yields a new marrix Eüi(t*1) with all in-
comes changed:

(t+t) = H .(t+l
-p1

)h.ruI
(t,t+l) (23)

Concurrently with the household matrix, also the occupancy matrix linking house-
holds to housing (cf. section 2.a) has to be changed. If the income of a large num-
ber of households decreases due to unemployment, this will have the following effects:
Many households will feel unhappy with their present dwelling, because it has become
too expensive for them. Other households may have had plans to improve their housing
situation by renting a larger dwel1ing, buying a house, or moving to a more atErac-
tive neighbourhood, but will have to postpone or abandon their plans now. As the occu-
paney matrix is the major input into the mtgrat'Lon or housing market submodel (cf.
section 2.d), these effects should become apparent there as changes of Lhe choice be-
haviour of households and of the resulting mobility pattern.

u. Migration of ernployed and unemployed population

Lrhile migration of households is performed in the migration submodel, addi-
tional provisions are necessary to alter zonaL employed and unemployed population
when households move. The following equations do this:

P: (t+t )

pY'(t*t )

= p?(t+l)+IIuh- (t)Hl-, (.,r+l) for n = 2,3,41' ' 2u rLp npl'-'-np

= PY(t+r1*f f ,rh- (t)tis--. (t,t+t) for n = t,2,3
1 ' ", Ttp npi '-' -

np

(24)

(2s)

,h:."n4pi(l,t*l) are net migrations of households to or from zone i, and "lrfaland ufio(i) have the same meaning as above for the whole region.

4. MODEL CALIBRATION

Calibrating a large simulation model like the one outlined in section 2 of this
paper is a long and arduous and never quite completed task. Moreover, most statis6i-
cal techniques for estimating model parameEers are not applicable here because of the
number of relationships taken into account. Hence, many model functions have to be de-
termined by judgrnent, inferences, analogies, and careful checking of plausibility.

0f course, this does not release such models from the need to establish their
credibility by demonstrating that they are able of saEisfactorily reproducing reality.
In this section, it wilt be demonstrated that the simulation model discussed in this
paper is capable of reproducing the general pattern of spatial development in the ur-
ban region of Dortmund.

For this demonstration, the 3O zones shown on the left-hand side of Figure I are
aggregated to the four subregions shovm on the right-hand side of that figure:

A This subregion contains the eity of Dortmund (pop. 6101000) with irs twelve
urban disEricts (zones l-12). It may be ca11ed the urban core.

B This subregion contains ten communities neighbouring Dortmund from northwest
to southeast (zones 13-22). 0f these zones some are still rural in character,
some are already suburban and clearly oriented towards Dortmund.

C This subregion includes two major industrial centres, Bochum (pop. 4O0,OO0)
and Hagen (pop. 22O,OOO), plus a number of smaller conrnunities neighbouring
Dortmund in the southwest (zones 23-29) " This subregion reflects the fact
that Dortmund is parL of the polycentric Ruhr region"

D This subregion consists of Hamm (pop" 17O,OOO), a fast growing employment
centre at the eastern fringe of the Ruhr region (zone 30) 

"
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In Figures 21 3, and 4 selected results of ex-post simulations covering the
time period 1g7O-1980 are confronted with the aetual development in that period.
The diagrams show employment, housing (dwellings), and population in tlne four sub-
regions as well as in the whole region in percent of 1970 figures. Actual develop-
ment is always shown on the left-hand side, while the model results are shown on

the right-hand side.
C1ear1y, the general pattern of spatial development has been one of continued

suburbani zati-on, with peripheral subregions B and D growing at the expense of core
subregions A and C, and this general pattern has been well reproduced by the simu-
lation model, although there are some local derriations, most notably the slump of
population in subregion D during the mid-decade.

Far less satisfactory is the performance of the model with respect Lo forecast-
ing unemployment. Figure 5 shows unemplolrment rates as reported by the Federal La-
bour Agency corrected for seasonal fluctuations confronted with unemployment rates
n..d."a"dl ah" ,,rd.r.

0L
1970

0
t976 1978 1980r972 197 4 197 6 t97B L9BO I 970 1972 r97 4

Ftgure 5. Reality os. model: unemployment v'ates 1970-1980.

The model predictions deviate from the reported numbers in various respects:
First, the model predicts higher unemployment in peripheral subregion B than in core
subregion A, although after 1974 that order should be reversed. Second, the model ex-
hibits a drop in unemployment in most subregions in 1976 which did not occur in real-
ity. Third, the model totally missed the steady increase of unemployment rates report-
ed for subregion D.

These deviations may be attributed to either of two causes. First, the predic-
tion of the economically active population, in particular the assumptions about the
response to changes in labour demand underlying equations (14) and (15), may be erro-
neous. Second, and this error may be more serious, the present model assumes that a

worker made redundant may take on every other job offered on the labour market. This
is, of course, not true. The latter error may explain why in 1976 most unemployment
rates go down in the mode1, while in reality they did not. In particular, it may ex-
plain the gross underestimation of unemployment in subregion D where during the dec-
ade the industrial mix has changed considerably.

Obviously, only a disaggregation of workers by ski1l, sex, and nationality, as

already indicated, would offer the possibility to remove both causes of error. This
will be a topic of further research.

Despite the failure of the present model to correctly predict unemployment rates,
the fol1äwing simulation results may sti11 be worth being presented. First, the bias
inherent in the unemployment model tends to produce lower unemployment rates, i.e.
conservative predictions. Second, as can be seen from equations (21) and (22), the
changes of household income that are of interest here are not produced using the un-
employment rates, but using the number of redundancies and new jobs directly, which
may be much less susceptible of error,
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SIMULATION RESULTS

In this final section, selecEed results of two simulation runs displaying ex-
treme differences in employment 1evels will be presented.

Both runs start in the year 197O and proceed until the year 1990. Both are
identical in all model parameters. For both runs, regional control totals for the
period 1970-1980 were taken from actual figures. The only difference between the
two runs are the assumptions made for the development of employment in the iron
and steel industry and related industries for the decade from 1980 to 1990.

The first run is the base-Ltne simulation. It is based on the results of a

base-line run of the Nordrhein-I,rlestfalen 1eve1 of the simulation model (cf . sec-
tion 2) which in turn was based on a synopsis of recent employment forecasts for
Nordrhein-l'Iestfalen (ef . Rojahn, 1981).

The second run will be called the altev,rntrue simulation. It is based on the
following assumpEions: (a) Hoesch goes ahead with its plans to reduce employment
in its Dortmund steel works to 13,000 by 1987. (b) Other firms of the iron and
steel industry follow resulting in a total loss of 30,000 jobs in that industry
by 1990 compared r,rith the base-line simulation. (c) These redundancies cause fur-
ther losses of approximately 90,OOO jobs in other industries during the decade
compared with the base-line simulation. The details of assumption (c) were speci-
f ied following the study by the RLII mentioned earlier (RI^II' 1978).

Figures 6, 7, and B show selected results of both runs: employment, Lnusing,
and, population. In each figure, the base-1ine simulation is shown on the left-hand
side, the alternative simulation on Ehe right-hand side. As before, the results
are shown for the four subregions as well as for the region as a whole. In addi-
tion, one particular zorre, Hörde (zone B), is included in the diagrams. Hörde is
one of the two urban districts of Dortmund where Iloesch closes down a steel work
in the alternative simulation. Accordingly, differences between the two simula-
tion runs are likely to be most pronounced in Hörde.

As Figure 6 indicates, only slight losses of employment are expected in the
region underttnormal" conditions. In contrast, in the alternative simulation to-
tal employment goes down by some 13O,0OO or 14.2 percent of all jobs compared
with the base-line simulation. Core subregions A and C are affected most, because
the steel industry has always been centrally located. In Hörde, 7,300 or nearly
40 percent of all jobs are lost.

ConsequenEly, unemployment in Hörde is excessive. Almost 25 percenE of all
workers living in Hörde are unemployed at the end of the decade. But unemploy-
ment spreads to all parts of the region and is now higher in the cores than
in the peripheral suüregions. This can be seen in Figure 9, however, when - *----;
looking at. Figure 9, the caveats about the unemployment rates predicted f"'
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Large-scale unemployment affects average household income. I^lhile in the base-
line simulation average household income conEinues to increase nominally and in
real terms until 1990, real income stagnates in the alternative simulation, because
pay increases of the employed are offset by losses of income by the unemployed plus
inflation.

Stagnation of real income restricts additional outlays for housing. A measure

to illustrate this is average housing floor space per head of the population. This
figure rose from 24.5 sqm to 30.3 sqm during the decade 1970-198O and continues to
rise to 33.3 sqm in 1990 in the base-1ine simulation in conjunction with the rise
in real income. With real income stagnating, per capita floor space stays at 31.5
sqm in the alternative simulation. Figure 7 shows that this suffices under condi-
tions of population decline (see be1ow, Figure B) to practically end housing con-
struction after 1980, except for a small number of dwellings built to replace de-
molished ones.

Where no houses are being built, no nelr land needs to be developed for hous-
ing. And as, in the base-line simulation, most new housing is built in the suburbs,
this means that in the alternative simulation suburbanization eomes to a stop.
This is illustrated by Figure B where all subregions, peripheral or central, no\^/

more or less closely fo1low the regional average of population decline. Note that
deliberately the development of total population has been kept the same in both
simulations, i.e. that the effects of unemployrnent on interregional migration of
labour have been excluded, for belter comparability.

CONCLUSIONS

The lesson to be drawn from these simulation experiments may seem trivial to
some. That economic development is one of the major driving forces of spatial ur-
ban development is, after aLL, a commonplace. The motivation for these experiments
\,/as not Eo repeat that conrnonplace, but to reconstruct and experimentally invoke
the mechanisms by which economic development shapes urban form in spatial detail.
In this paper, the focus has been on indirect effects of economic development on
urban form via household location decisions under condit.ions of economic decline.
]t has been demonstrated that these indirect effects may be at least as important
for the spatial development of urban regions as direct location decisions by firms.
The discussion revealed certain deficiences of the model that should be the object
of further research. Also, additional detail included in the model, which could
not be discussed here, should be examined more closely.
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